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On December 18, the Heavenly Parent's Holy Community's 13th Hyojeong Nuri (Children's Sunday 

Service) was broadcast live with Cheon Il Guk leaders, Seonghwa children, and blessed families joining 

together both online and offline to participate in the new style Sunday worship held at the HJ Cultural 

Center of the International Cultural Foundation. 

 

 
 

This Hyojeong Nuri, which was a special year-end edition marking the completion of the first full year of 

producing monthly large scale Hyojeong Nuris, opened grandly with "Our Story." 

 

On this day, Hyojeong Nuri was hosted by cadet (Hyojeong) Han Yoo-gyeong and (Nuri) Yoon Seo-

yeon, from the 5th class of Hyodongs, as the MCs, and began with a welcoming speech and birthday 

celebration, followed by a video reviewing the ten top Hyojeong Nuri highlights of 2022. 

 

Then there was a chance for some testimonies by some of the singers, actors and dancers who participated 

in Hyojeong Nuri during the year, and rousing songs by the Dancing Hyorangs, who presented "My 

Home Heart," "Jingle Bells," "Become One," "Sing, Sing, Sing" and "Absolute Power." 

 

The Hyojeong Nuri players presented a new original Hyorang Story about two good-hearted and 

righteous brothers, and there was a hologram performance by Expression Crew. 



 

 

 
 

In his welcoming address, FFWPU International Headquarters Director-General Yoon 

Young-ho said, "Hyojeong Nuri was possible because True Mother, who always watches 

and leads the Hyojeong Nuri with deep love and affection, created this Hyojeong Nuri for 

us. True Mother gave a special message at the start of 2022, saying, 'I really hope that this 

year will be a year of excitement as the Year of the Black Tiger, and that the heavenly 

fortune of the Black Tiger with be with us.'" He continued, "Since True Father's Seonghwa, True Mother 

has only embraced her many children with a loving heart, and with the words, 'Come with me, bring 

victory with me', she has worked and emerged victorious over the past ten years. And Hyojeong-Nuri is 

one part of that victory." 

 

Thinking back on the year, he said, "If there is something that was very touching this year while doing 

Hyojeong-Nuri, the first thing that comes to mind would be that True Mother asked our 2nd and 3rd 

generation children to call her 'Wang Omma.' Second, True Mother personally called our 2nd and 3rd 

generation children to Cheon Jeong Gung and gave them the name the name 'Hyodong-i'. Lastly, she was 

very happy with birth of a 4th generation member in True Parents' family and on the celebration of the 

103rd day of this great-granddaughter Miss Moon Jeong-ah, as she was thinking of us, True Mother said, 

'I hope that we can create one happy, united world by attending True Parents.' So let's send our hearts to 

Wang Omma for giving us three such precious gifts, by sending her a big round of applause." 

 

 
 

The highlight of the Hyojeong story Nuri was True Mother's chanting, "Hyodong!" This decorated the 

story of God's good brothers, along with the message she gave to the Hyodongs, "Get along well with 

your brothers and sisters." 

 

The 13th Children's Hyojeong Nuri (Sunday Service) came to a successful conclusion with the fascinating 

hologram performance and a special chance for everyone to convey their hearts of hyojeong to True 

Mother with Hyojeong Sharing Postcard at the end of the service. 

 

 


